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MAPA General Membership Meeting
The annual general membership meeting will be Thursday, November 10 at the FIT Aviation, KMLB. As usual,
the social with refreshments begins at 6:00pm. The meeting will begin at 6:45pm with a brief business meeting that
includes a treasury report, association status and the election of volunteer officers and directors for 2023.
Our speaker will be Isaac Silver, PhD with a presentation titled: “One year of Electric Test Flight.” Dr. Silver is
the Owner/President of IMS Aviation LLC, which provides aircraft management and contract pilot service for jet
owners. He holds an ATP, with AS/MEL/SES, CFI-I/MEI and type ratings that includes, Dassault Falcon 10, 20, 50,
Lear 24, 25, the Jetstar II and others.
Please join us. Enjoy refreshments, camaraderie with fellow members, and hear an interesting presentation on the
eAircraft race. 

The Hangout an AOPA Fly-in
Sun, fun, and friends

The AOPA is hosting this aviation fly-in to bring pilots together.

To better capture the spirit of the events, they are
calling their fly-ins Hangouts. Bring the family met fellow pilots and “Hangout” at Tampa Executive Airport
(KVDF) Friday and Saturday, November 4 and 5. AOPA says, this two-day informal event will offer the ultimate
experience for pilots and aviation enthusiasts looking for an adventurous escape back to the grassroots fun of GA
flying. Attendees can pitch a tent; participate in educational seminars focusing on STOL and backcountry flying
predominately led by AOPA Air Safety Institute. There will be daily STOL demos, static displays, exhibits, movie
nights, music and food. Relax enjoy friendly company and swap stories around the campfire.
The fee $20 (under17 free). Check it out: aopa.org/hangout. 

Gear-up Landing
Some steps to avoid a Gear-up Landing in 57 Seconds

Every flight begins with a takeoff and hopefully ends with a successful landing. Unfortunately, that is not always the case.
According to FAA, some of the best pilots have made gear-up landings. This can happen even without a mechanical failure.
This video covers some solutions to help avoid a gear-up landing.
Check out Phil Dixon with his “57 Seconds To Safer Flying" video, which has suggestions for CFIs to help their
trainees avoid those mistakes. "Gear up landings rarely have a tragic outcome - except perhaps to the pilot's ego - but
are still costly and can be avoided by incorporating some of these steps," 
The dreaded gear up landing

.

The 75th Anniversary of Chuck Yeager’s Mach 1 Flight
Interesting look at aviation history

On October 14, AVweb featured an excellent video by Paul Bertorelli celebrating the 75th anniversary of Chuck
Yeager’s landmark supersonic flight in the Bell X-1. With the use of motion graphics, Paul goes over the design and
construction or the X-1. Then with photos, Paul details its systems, operation and risks, as well as the early steam-gage
instrumentation of the rocket powered X-1 aircraft.
The record flight took place over Muroc Army Air Field, Muroc Dry Lake a large saltpan in the Mojave Desert of
Kern County, California. Now Edwards AFB. 
Check it out: https://www.avweb.com/multimedia/avweb-rewind-chuck-yeager-achieve-mach-1-plus/

Thank You FIT Aviation

In appreciation for the fuel discount and courteous service that
FIT Aviation offers the members of MAPA, a charcuterie
board together with a sincere “thank you”, was presented to
Ms. Katia Paboncruz and her staff on behalf of the entire
MAPA membership.

FIT Aviation
Leaseback

FIT Aviation is still looking for Piper Warriors and Archers to lease. Interested in a leaseback for your Archer or
Warrior contact the Operations Control Coordinator, Margaret Adamsheck, madamsheck@fit.edu or 321-674-6521

AOPA Files Formal Complaint
ICYMI

On October 14, the AOPA filed a formal complaint (Part 16) with the FAA on behalf of users of the Reid-Hillview
Airport and San Martin Airport, St. Clara County, CA. The formal complaint asserts that the county's Jan. 1 decision to
ban the sale of 100LL fuel is unsafe for pilots, as some general aviation aircraft are unable to use lower-octane fuel.
"We all want lead out of aviation fuel, and the entire industry, in cooperation with the FAA, is working on a safe and
smart transition to an unleaded future, which we believe will be no later than 2030 if not sooner," said AOPA President
Mark Baker
MAPA along with many other web papers, had articles in early 2022, about this issue at the two Santa Clara
County CA owned airports, Reid-Hillview and San Martin. Locals and tenants believe the ban on 100LL had more to
do with preparation for closing the airport before 2031 when current grant obligation ends. User complaints that began
in 2021 prompted the FAA to initiate an informal Part 13 investigation that looks into an airport sponsor, and its
obligation for safely running the airport. AOPA maintains that to prohibit the sale of higher-octane fuel causes a
safety issue for pilots and violates federal rules and regulations. The formal Part 16 filing follows an informal Part 13
complaint. With safety, if not corrected, penalties frequently follow
According to AOPA, Santa Clara County’s unwillingness to ensure safety for pilots and comply with federal rules,
a formal Part 16 complaint became necessary.  AOPA Part 16 Santa Clara Co
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Dassault coming to Melbourne
Another Major Maintenance Facility in KMLB

Dassault Falcon Jet, a wholly owned subsidiary of Dassault Aviation, has announced it will build a $115M
maintenance facility at KMLB as part of the company's worldwide expansion of its maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) network. Located on the north side the 175,000 square-foot complex will accommodate all current Falcon
models, (including the Falcon 10X, the largest purpose-built business jet), and will be capable of performing major
maintenance and modifications on up to 18 Falcon models simultaneously.
Melbourne is the latest in a series of moves planned to extend and reinforce Dassault Aviation's global MRO
footprint. The Melbourne facility estimated to create about 400 jobs, will be a heavy maintenance facility capable of
handling a full range of inspection, repair and overhaul activities, from line maintenance through C checks, as well as
engineering and modification services. It will be equipped with workshops, customer offices and lounges, along with a
large warehouse to support shop activity and serve as a regional distribution hub. Further, the site will be home to a
54,000 square-foot paint shop.
Once completed the facility will join another Melbourne MRO, STS Aviation Services, a worldwide MRO that
focuses on air carrier aircraft and operates from their three huge hangar complex on the eastern corner of KMLB. 
Dassault Falcon

Flying

The World Sky Race by lighter-than-air airships
What will they think up next?

The World Air League is producing the historic first race of airships to circle the Planet. Prince Albert II, of Monaco,
has announced first details of The World Sky Race—a 30,000+ race around the world by airships (blimps, dirigibles,
and zeppelins). Estimated prizes thus far range from $1M to $10M. A number of notable individuals are becoming
involved. Beside Prince Albert II, a member of the Explorers Club, are Google co-founder billionaire Sergey Brin, and
Iron Maiden front man Bruce Dickinson are among supporting the world figures.
The race is planned is to begin in September 2024 and end March 2025.  Worldskyrace
https://www.worldskyrace.com/executive_summary.htm

United Airlines
Getting out of JFK

United Airlines announced it will suspend service in to New York's John F. Kennedy Airport (JFK) the end of
October. At least temporarily. United had threatened earlier to take action as result of a rhubarb with FAA that has not
granted the air carrier additional slots. United said its "discussions with FAA have been constructive" but "it's also
clear that process to add additional capacity at JFK will take some time." The company said its JFK employees will be
moved to nearby airports and has not ruled out a return to JFK in the future.
United has been flying just twice daily to San Francisco and Los Angeles from JFK, the busiest New York-area
airport, after resuming service in 2021. 
Reuters

Air France and Airbus go to court
AF447 crash into Atlantic in 2009

Airbus and Air France are in Paris Criminal Court over the deaths of 228 victims aboard AF 447 a Rio de Janeiro to
Paris flight on June 1, 2009. The company representatives present in a French courthouse have each pleaded not guilty
of involuntary manslaughter for the death of 228 passengers and crew. If convicted each company will face a fine of
$225,000 euros. Not much in monetary terms for the two giant companies. More of a loss of face. Families of 228
victims have previously received compensation for the accident. One of the plaintiffs said that the very presence of the
companies in court was a "great victory" following "years of ups and downs".
The French BEA accident investigation agency issued its final report in 2012. The probable cause of the accident
(briefly) was obstruction of the pitot tubes by ice crystals that caused the autopilot to disconnect and the crew made
inappropriate control inputs and destabilized the flight path. 
Reuters ainonline.com
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Aviation History for November
Speedread or click the date
November 1, 2011. LOT Polish Airlines Flight 016, a Boeing 767-300ER, Newark, N.J. to Warsaw, Poland after its
landing gear fails to extend on approach, makes a successful landing with gear up on the runway at Warsaw. None of
the 220 passengers or 11 crewmembers are injured.
November 2, 1947. With Howard Hughes at the controls, the Hughes H-4 Hercules, aka “Spruce Goose” makes its
first flight, traveling at 135 mph for about a mile at an altitude of 70 feet over Long Beach Harbor in California with 32
people on board.
November 3, 1926. Charles Lindbergh jumped from his disabled DH-4 mail plane during a night airmail flight,
making this the fourth time he has had to parachute to save his life. That earned him the nickname, “Lucky Lindy”.
November 4, 2008. A Learjet 45 carrying Mexican interior secretary Juan Camilo Mourino and 8 others plunged into
a Mexico city neighborhood, killing all on board and 7 on the ground. Aired on Smithsonian channel “Air Disasters”
November 5, 1981. First flight of the McDonnell Douglas AV-8B Harrier II.
November 6, 2002. National Airlines, already operating under Chapter 11 bankruptcy, permanently ceases operations.
November 8, 1967. USAF Captain Gerald O. Young shot down by Viet Cong an HH-3E helicopter and badly burned
during a rescue mission South Vietnam, deliberately draws attention to himself, then evades the enemy on the ground
for hours to lead enemy forces away from other Americans on the ground and additional helicopters coming to rescue
them. Receives the Medal of Honor for his actions.
November 9, 1967. Launch of the Apollo 4 mission, an unmanned Saturn V, the largest launch vehicle ever to fly
successfully.
November 10, 2003. The final flight of British Airways Concorde G-BOAD flown from London Heathrow (LHR) to
New York’s JFK, to deliver the aircraft to the Intrepid Sea-Air-Space Museum.
November 11, 1982. Launch: Space shuttle Columbia STS-5. Mission highlights multiple Comsat deployments. First
EVA of program canceled due to suit problems.
November 12, 2001. American Flight 587, an Airbus A300, crashes into a Queens neighborhood in NYC when the
plane's vertical tail fin snaps just after takeoff. All 251 passengers and 9 crewmembers on board are killed as well as
five people on the ground.
November 13, 1981. Ben Abruzzo and crew make first crossing of the Pacific Ocean by balloon, in Double Eagle V.
November 17, 1962. President John F. Kennedy dedicates the Dulles International Airport in Herndon, Virginia.
November 18, 1978. First flight of the McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet.
November 19, 1997. Launch: Space Shuttle Columbia STS-87. Highlights: Microgravity experiments, 2 EVAs,
SPARTAN
November 21, 2004. China Eastern Airlines Flight 5210, a Bombardier CRJ200, stalls and crashes near Baotou, China
shortly after takeoff because of frost contamination; all 53 on board and 2 people on the ground are killed
November 22, 1994. TWA Flight 427, a MD-82, collides with a Superior Aviation Cessna 441 on the runway at
Lambert-St. Louis International Airport, killing the pilot and passenger in the Cessna; but no fatalities on board TWA.
November 23, 1965. Palestinian militants hijacked EgyptAir Flight 648, a Boeing 737. Egyptian Special Forces storm
the plane on the island of Malta. The incident kills 58 out of 90 passengers and all but one of the hijacker.
November 24, 1971. D. B. Cooper hijacks NWA Flight 305, a Boeing 727, out of Portland, releasing the passengers in
exchange for $200K and four parachutes. The crew takes off with Cooper on board, and he parachutes from the plane;
Cooper is never found and his fate remains unknown, although a roll of bills from his ransom is found in a riverbed
many years later.
November 25, 2009. First flight of the Gulfstream G650
November 28, 2005. Boeing delivers its last 757-passenger airplane to Shanghai Airlines, concluding a 23-year
production run. It is the 1,050th Boeing 757, with more than 1,000 still in service.
November 29, 2012. The U.S. Navy successfully conducts the first land-based catapult launch of the Northrop
Grumman X-47B unmanned combat air vehicle at Naval Air Station Patuxent River, Maryland.
November 30, 2007. Atlasjet Flight 4203, an MD-83 crashed shortly after departure out of Atatürk International
Airport in Istanbul, Turkey, killing all 57 occupants. Cause: Controlled flight into terrain due to pilot error.
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Air Traffic Controller Recognized
Above and Beyond Award for Heroic Achievement

During the October National Business Aviation Association, Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition (NBAA
BACE) held in Orlando, the NBAA recognized FAA Air Traffic Controller Robert Morgan with its Above and
Beyond Award for Heroic Achievement.
On May 10, 2022, Morgan was on duty at Palm Beach Approach Control when a passenger on a Cessna 208
Caravan contacted the tower to report the plane’s pilot had suffered a debilitating medical issue during the return flight
from the Bahamas.
“I’ve got a serious situation here,” said the passenger, later identified as Darren Harrison. “My pilot has gone
incoherent and I have no idea how to fly the airplane.”
A pilot and flight instructor with approximately 1,200 hours, but no time in the Caravan, Morgan referenced a
photo of the panel and power quadrant to help guide the passenger to maneuver the Caravan to an eventual approach
and safe landing at Palm Beach Int’l Airport (KPBI).
NBAA President and CEO Ed Bolen said, “Robert Morgan’s quick-thinking, professionalism, situational
awareness, and calm demeanor were instrumental in successfully managing a critical emergency situation, saving all
three people on board from injury and allowing the incapacitated pilot to receive timely medical care.”
The NBAA Above and Beyond Award for Heroic Achievement recognizes individuals whose actions avoided
injury, loss of life, or catastrophic aircraft damage. The NBAA Safety Committee created the award in 2020 to
emphasize the importance of “stick-and-rudder” flying skills as aircraft become increasingly automated. 
NBAA-BACE

FAA Updates Recreational Drone Flying Guidance
Advisory Circular 91-57C
On October 24, the FAA issued guidance on how to become an FAA-recognized community-based organization for
recreational drone flying.
Under federal law, recreational drone flyers must follow the safety guidelines of a FAA-recognized communitybased organization. The organization is required to develop its safety guidelines in coordination with the FAA and an
applicant may wish to tailor them to a particular type of unmanned aviation.
The FAA’s guidance, Advisory Circular 91-57C provides a comprehensive list of recommended safety guidelines
that applicants may consider using in their application. Organizations that meet the legal definition of a communitybased organization may apply for FAA recognition through the FAA’s DroneZone website.
The updated guidance also provides information on applying for recreational flying fixed sites, hosting sponsored
events and educational use requirements.

Advisory Circular 91-57C

Retired RAF Pilots Warned about training Chinese Military Pilots
Huge sums offered to train tactics

The governments of France, Australia and Canada have joined the U.K. investigating whether their retired military
pilots are helping to train Chinese military pilots. All three powers have warned their former employees, all of whom
swore an oath to defend their respective country that helping the People’s Liberation Army likely makes them
criminals.
The Chinese military was offering employment packages worth up to $270,000, a Western official was quoted as
saying. Pilots of other United States allies have been approached, with one former Royal Australian Air Force pilot
telling CNBC that he had been offered nearly $1 million a year to work for the PLA.
The U.K. confirmed it was getting in touch with about 30 ex-RAF pilots that had been approached by a South
African company with offers to train the PLA’s finest.
Canada’s Department of National Defense spokesperson said, “We are aware and looking into this further with
federal partners. The Security of Information Act applies to both current and former members, and non-compliance
with the Act could result in serious consequences.”  Forbes.com
Newsweek.com
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Welcome new member
John Pearsall

The World of Canard Flying
Burt Rutan is more than an icon in the canard world, as an aerospace engineer and entrepreneur his unusual-looking,
energy-efficient air and spacecraft are recognized worldwide. Now retired he has not slowed down.
A letter from Burt Rutan to the All-Canard flyers association.
“To my Journalist friends,
Finally, the first portion of the Burt Rutan Auto-Bio (BRAB) is now available for free download.
Note that this release is initially just a simple way for you to directly look at sixteen PDF documents. My son Jeff is
working on a professional Web-based Application that will give readers a far better way of navigating BRAB on any
device and seeing what is released and what will be released in the future. That Web Application will be posted at
burtrutan.com when it is completed.
The Table of Contents is here — http://burtrutan.com/downloads/BRAB-TOC.pdf
Included in this release are 6 of the 86 Chapters and documents that describe the contents of all of the nine
Sections. You can access all 16 of the first-release documents here — http://www.burtrutan.com/home/brab/
There are no restrictions on distribution of any of the BRAB information — feel free to use and publish any parts of
it at any time. No permissions to publish are needed. No fees or royalties are asked.
BRAB will be continuously updated. The next Chapter for release will be Chapter 35, about my Legacy-Milestone
— the first (and still only) Manned Space Program that was done without help or without funding from any
Government.
Also, you are encouraged to provide feedback to help us improve BRAB. If you see errors or want to suggest
additions or deletions, just tap on the brab@burtrutan.com link to send an email with your comments. Re: “When will
BRAB be finished?” I expect it will take about a year to release all the 86 chapters... Then maybe I can finally retire*.
Actually, BRAB will not have a ‘finish-line’ since we plan to always keep updating it. * Actually, I hope to first
develop at least one more Manned Research Aircraft, to bring the total to the nice round number of Fifty.
Lookin up…way up,
Burt Rutan”
Thanks to MAPAs Mr. Canard, Bill Werner
.

Outtakes:
U.S. Air Force Developing New Nav Technology as a GPS Backup. AvWeb
Russia loses its seat on International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) governing council. Politico
ICAO has set a Zero emissions target date of 2050. The “collective long-term aspirational goal” to make aviation
more sustainable. ICAO
ForeFlight’s latest update includes mogas prices, availability and the ability to search for favorite or recent
searches, a takeoff and landing summary, and much, much more. ForeFlight
American Airlines announced their 600-room new employee hotel at Dallas Fort Worth (DFW) will open the FQ
2023. AeroXplorer
Due to lack of slots, United Airlines will suspend service at JFK. Employees will move to EWR until FAA
approves additional slots.
Boeing will pay $200M to Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to settle charges it misled investors
regarding what caused two fatal 737 MAX crashes.
Reuters
Aviation Groups Succeed in Halting Attempt to Restrict Operations at East Hampton’s Airport (JPX). nbaa.org
FIT students getting dual cross-country instruction hauling tons of hurricane relief supplies to Naples. AVweb
NTSB: Elevator Actuator Trim Jack Separated in Fatal DHC-3T crash into Puget Sound. Ainonline.com
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Emergency AD on Turbine Otters
All DHC-3 airplanes

The FAA issued an emergency AD 2022-21-51 requiring immediate visual inspections of the entire left-hand elevator
auxiliary spar for cracks, corrosion, and previous repairs. The emergency AD did not specifically refer to the
September 4 accident in which a float-equipped single-engine DHC-3T Turbine Otter plunged into Puget Sound,
Washington, during a Part 135 sightseeing flight. The pilot and all nine passengers died in that crash.
All model DHC-3 airplanes, all serial numbers, certificated in any category are covered in the AD.  faa.gov

Say Again”

“There I was”
The Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) publishes monthly their popular safety newsletter “Callback” written
by pilots, controllers or aviation personnel and encourages reproduction as lessons learned. To protect anonymity the
narratives are cleansed.

A Student Nightmare
This instrument student experienced a system failure that quickly threatened control of the aircraft. The
instructor took swift action to recover the aircraft and mitigate the threat.

 During the takeoff and initial climb of an IFR training flight, the aircraft began uncommanded pitch-up and pitchdown movements, then began pitching up. The instrument student attempted to control this by using the electric trim
controls on the left side of the control yoke but was unsuccessful. Several seconds later, the red PITCH TRIM FAIL
indicator light illuminated, and the aural beep commenced. The aircraft began another uncommanded pitch-up, at
which point the instructor took control of the aircraft, reduced thrust substantially, regained level flight, and cycled the
Master Switch on and off to attempt to either reset or disable the electric pitch trim. After that, the electric pitch trim
became inoperative. Manual trim inputs were effected to stabilize the aircraft.
The instructor requested priority handling with Approach and requested clearance to return and land at [the
departure airport], which was then slightly behind the aircraft. Aircraft control was regained, and the electric pitch
trim was inoperative, but because of the aforementioned runaway trim, the manual pitch was positioned for a nosehigh attitude and was difficult to manipulate. Thrust inputs and flaps were primarily used to stabilize the aircraft's
descent with minimal trim inputs for fear of setting off further uncommanded pitch trim changes.
The instructor was able to land the aircraft on the runway…without incident or requiring any assistance. The aircraft
was taxied to the ramp and parked.
✈
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Accident Report
Accident reports are provided by the NTSB and offered here as an educational tool, intended to help pilots learn from
the misfortunes of others.

On April 7, 2017, about 1507CDT, a Piper PA-28-180, N9179J, collided with terrain in Oxford, IA, following a loss
of control. The flight instructor and the private pilot, was receiving instruction were fatally injured. The airplane
destroyed. The airplane registered to Green Castle Aero Club LTD and was being operated by the instructor as a Part
91 training flight. VMC existed near the accident site at the time of the accident, no flight plan filed for the local flight.
The airplane departed the Green Castle Airport (IA24), Oxford, IA, about 1449.
There were no communications between ATC and the accident airplane. The airport surveillance radar located at
the Eastern Iowa Airport (CID), Cedar Rapids, IA, showed that the airplane departed IA24 to the north, and turned to
the south. Radar data indicated that the pilots were performing ground reference maneuvers during the flight. The
airplane continued flying south about 8.4 miles it turned and appeared to make S-turns along the road as it headed
west. The airplane then climbed to 3,500ft MSL. Then turned north and descended to 3,200ft in the turn. The airplane
continued flying north about 6 miles until reaching Interstate 80 at which time the airplane made a left 180° turn back
to the south at an altitude of 3,400ft msl. The airplane continued south about 2.7 miles until it entered a left turn and
began a rapid descent; between: 1507:08 and 1507:12, the airplane descended from 3,400ft to 1,500ft MSL where
radar contact was lost.
A witness located about 1-mile east of the accident site stated that his attention was drawn to the airplane when he
heard an engine popping and backfiring. The airplane appeared to be heading south-southeast, and it looked like it
wasn't moving. The nose of the airplane then dropped, and the airplane entered a "downward spiral." He stated that he
did not hear the engine at this point. The airplane made eight or nine spirals before it stopped rotating and continued in
a nose-down descent. He lost sight of the airplane behind the hillside and shortly thereafter heard the impact. The
witness stated that the airplane was spiraling in a clockwise rotation.
The 70-year-old instructor held a Commercial certificate with ASEL rating, and a CFI certificate with ASEL rating
and 6475hrs logged all aircraft. The last entry in the instructor's logbook was a 0.6-hour flight in a Cessna 150 on the
day of the accident. This flight entry contained a remark, "T&G Ldg, BFR & Eval" along with the name of the pilot
receiving instruction. The back pages of the logbook contained a list of endorsements the instructor had given. The
page contained an entry showing that he had given the pilot receiving instruction his BFR endorsement earlier on the
day of the accident.
The 53-year-old pilot who had not flown in several years was receiving instruction. He held a Private certificate
with ASEL issued on October 7, 1986. On his application for FAA Class III medical certificate dated February 5,
2016, he indicated total of 97 hours none during the past 6 months.
The airplane came to rest in near 60 nose-down attitude in a plowed cornfield. The wreckage was upright,
sustained impact damage and partially consumed by a post impact fire. The front of the engine was partially buried in
the soft terrain. Examination of the airframe and engine was conducted on April 8 and 9, in a hangar at Iowa City Muni
Airport. The examination was conducted by the NTSB investigator-in-charge and FAA inspectors, with the assistance
of representatives of the engine and airframe manufacturers. Control continuity was established from the flight controls
to the cockpit. Examination of the airframe and engine did not reveal any anomalies consistent with a preimpact failure
or malfunction.
The actual gross weight of the airplane at the time of the accident could not be determined as the weight and
balance records were destroyed in the accident, and the basic empty weight of the airplane was unknown. Using the
licensed empty weight of the airplane when it was manufactured, an estimated fuel load based on when the airplane
was last fueled, and the passenger weights, the estimated gross weight of the airplane was about 1,915 lbs at takeoff
with a center of gravity of 85.98 inches. The maximum gross weight for utility category operations is 1,950 lbs with
center of gravity limits between 85.8 inches and 86.5 inches. Spins, steep turns, lazy eights, and chandelles are
permissible in utility category operations. It is likely that the private pilot was practicing a stall from which he did not
recover before the airplane entered a spin. In addition, had the instructor been appropriately monitoring the private
pilot's actions he would have been able to provide remedial action to recover from the stall/spin.
The NTSB determines the probable cause(s) of this accident to be: The failure of the pilot receiving instruction to
recover from the practice stall before the airplane entered a spin and the flight instructor's inadequate monitoring of the
pilot receiving instruction and delayed remedial action to recover the airplane.
The Procedures Section of the PA-28-180 Airplane Flight Manual states, in part: 3. The PA-28-180 airplane is
approved under FAA Regulations CAR 3, which prohibits intentional spins for normal category operation.
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Mystery Airplane
Can you identify this airplane?

First prize is bragging rights
Email your answer to email@mlbpilots.org

Congratulation to John Twitchell, Wes Yockey and Joanne Mills for identifying the October mystery airplane as the
Cessna T-37 Tweet a small, twin-engined jet trainer that flew for decades as a primary trainer for the USAF and in the
air forces of several other nations. The T-37 served as the USAF primary pilot training vehicle for over 52 years.
Cessna built 1,269 T-37s; the USAF retired its last T-37 in 2009. Replaced by the Beechcraft T-6 Texan II
turboprop.
In the spring of 1952, the USAF issued a request for proposals for a "Trainer Experimental (TX)" program,
specifying a lightweight, two-seat basic trainer for introducing USAF cadets to jet aircraft. Cessna responded to the
TX request with “Model 318” a twinjet design with side-by-side seating. The USAF liked the Cessna design and the
side-by-side seating since it let the student and instructor interact more closely than with tandem seating.
In early 1954, the USAF awarded Cessna a contract for three
prototypes of the Model 318. The Air Force designated it as the XT-37.
It had a low, straight wing, with the engines buried in the wing roots. A
clamshell canopy hinged to open vertically to the rear, a panel layout
similar to operational aircraft, ejection seats, and tricycle landing gear
with a wide track of 14ft. The short landing gear avoided the need for
access ladders and service stands. The aircraft was designed to be simple
to maintain, with more than 100 access panels and doors. An
experienced ground crew could change an engine in about half an hour. Two continental-Teledyne J69 turbojet engines
with 920lbf thrust powered the T-37. The engines had thrust attenuators to let the engines remain spooled-up during
the approach, allowing the aircraft to easily go-around if necessary. It was aerodynamically clean, so much so that a
speedbrake was fitted behind the nosewheel doors to increase drag for landing or as needed. Max speed was 340kts,
service ceiling 35,000ft, range 935mi. Empty weight was 5,000 lbs. It first flew on October 12, 1954.
The production T-37A was very noisy. The intake of air into its small turbojets emitted a high-pitched shriek that
led some to nicknames like the "Screaming Mimi" and ”6,000 pound dog whistle" The whistle quickly gave its name:
"Tweety Bird", or "Tweet". The Air Force spent a lot of money soundproofing nearby buildings at T-37 bases, ear
protection remains mandatory for all personnel when near an operating aircraft.
The USAF ordered 444 T-37As production lasted to 1959. Considered underpowered they uprated the engines that
gave it 10% more thrust plus improved avionics it became the T-37B variant delivered in 1959, with 552 produced.
From the design, Cessna proposed several variants but none reached prototype stage. The T-37C was for export as a
light attack aircraft with the primary change of stronger wings for external stores. Changes included 65gal tip tanks
and pylons for machine guns, rocket pods, and bombs. The armament slowed the aircraft, it was about 1200lbs heavier,
but the extra fuel gave it greater range and operational time. A total 269 built and exported.
Instructors and students considered the T-37A a pleasant aircraft to fly. It handled well, was agile and responsive,
though it was certainly not overpowered. It was capable of all traditional aerobatic maneuvers including spins as part
of their pilot training. The final USAF student training flight by a T-37B aircraft in the Air Education and Training
Command took place on June 17, 2009 and it was officially retired 31 July 2009.
With the escalating Vietnam War, Cessna developed the YAT-37D that began testing by 1964. It became the A37A and B, Dragonfly, 254 served with South Vietnam Air Force for close air support, chopper escort, FAC and night
interdiction. Hundreds of AT-37s went to South and Central American countries. A few still have them in service.
Like many others, both T-37s an A-37s can be found in museums and on display at military facilities. How many carry
“N” registrations as warbirds is unknown but they are common at aviation events. 
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NOTAMS
A free service to members. MAPA does not
endorse any product or service offered.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Your membership dues are for the calendar year. If your dues are overdue, membership will expire on March 1 please
make your check payable to "MAPA" and mail to MAPA, P.O. Box 702, Melbourne, FL 32902. DUES REMAIN
$15. You can also renew through Pay Pal. Go to the MAPA website (mlbpilots.org) and click renew/join via Pay Pal.
You do not have to belong to Pay Pal. If you change your mailing or email address during the year please notify the
Secretary by mail or email: email@mlbpilots.org . Thanks. mlbpilots.org
MEMBER PROFILE
Please keep your member profile up-to-date, particularly your email address. Send any change to
email@mlbpilots.org. Complete your name and any changes you need to make. We need your correct email address
and any other information you would like us to have. All information stays with us. Guaranteed!
Sale, Trade, Swap, Good Deals, Rentals, Services, Wanted, & Freebee Stuff
If you have NOTAMs of interest for the members, e-mail your items to email@mlbpilots.org. Please notify us when
your ad is no longer required.

FIT Aviation Maintenance Facility. We are expanding our capabilities and services.
FIT Aviation Maintenance Department is ready to assist all Piper Cherokee owners with the new proposed AD
mandating installation of inspection panels/doors in order to inspect wing spars for damage. Our Maintenance
Department has the experienced sheet metal staff, knowledge, and equipment to make your aircraft compliant in the
minimum time. We can also IRAN the exhaust tailpipe V-band coupling on turbocharged Bonanzas to comply with
that proposed AD. Please contact Travis Diets, Chief of Maintenance, (321)-674-6517.
Avionics: ADS-B. We have started to receive the first of the new Garmin ADS-B systems and have completed our
first installation. These systems come in a variety of configurations including ADS-B out only, ADS-B out/in both
options can either include a built in WAAS GPS or can take a GPS feed from a GNS430W or GTN series
navigator. The ADS-B in can be displayed on a GTN or on an iPad with an optional wireless connect adapter.
Bendix King KT74. A popular direct slide in replacement for the KT76 series transponder. We have had a few of
these out in the fleet paired with GNS-430Ws for a couple of years with perfect service records. Still the cheapest
ADS-B out solution if you already have a WAAS Navigator.
Stratus ESG finally released! Production numbers have been limited so availability is not yet assured, but we are
prepared to work with a customer who would like to install one of these devices. We're planning to install one in our
Citabria as soon as the units are more readily available and will have more operational data at that time.
New Dealer Status:
Genysis (S-Tec) Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Powerflow Systems Tuned Exhaust Dealer (These really work!)
Garmin Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Avidyne Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Aspen Avionics Authorized Service Center/Dealer

Shop Services:
Routine Inspections and Repairs
Pitot-Static/IFR/Xpder Certifications
Dynamic Prop Balancing
Sheet metal Fabrication and Repair
Corrosion Repair and paint touch up
Aircraft parts
MAPA members are always welcome stop by. Travis Diets, Director of Maintenance, is available for information, to
answer your questions, discuss your options or add you to the schedule: 321-674-6517
FIT Aviation fuel prices. MAPA members receive .25 cents per gallon fuel discount. This is full serve, at your
hangar (south side) or on FIT ramp. For the discount, members must show a current MAPA ID card.
FIT Aviation is looking for Piper Warriors or Archers for lease. Interested in a leaseback for your Archer or
Warrior. Contact: Margaret Adamsheck madamsheck@fit.edu or 321-674-6521
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Come fly our Cessna 182! Full IFR with a Garmin 530 and STEC-30
autopilot. Leather interior. Cruise 140-160 MPH. This is a stable, fun
flying aircraft. $100 per flight hour dry. Check us out at
www.aerovalkaria.com for more information on joining our club.

CFI Services, Flight Review or knock some rust off. Flat Rate Flight Review for MAPA Members. Contact info,
call/text 321-794-4309 e-mail, knbcfi@gmail.com
The Indian River Flying Club. Fly our Garmin 430 GPS equipped, MLB based C-172 for IFR training or local
sightseeing. Try our C-152 based in Valkaria for low cost training. Or, fly our PA-28, Archer with a Garmin 430 GPS
from MLB for local or long distance flights. Nominal deposit with reasonable monthly dues. Web www.fly-irfc.com
Modine Aviation: Need a Check Ride? CJ Modine is a local FAA Designated Pilot Examiner (DPE). Practical
tests administered at KMLB for Private, Instrument and Commercial ratings (ASEL and
AMEL). Will travel to any local airport if my schedule permits. Travel expenses
additional. Other Examiner services available including Military Pilot conversion,
Remote Pilot, Foreign Pilot conversion, Ground Instructor, Fight Instructor Renewal and
more. Flight Instructor services available for Flight Reviews, Instrument Proficiency
Checks, Transition Training, Insurance required training, local orientation flights for
visiting pilots and a whole lot more! First Responders, Military and current MAPA members get 10% off our already
great rates! Call (321) 604-2438 or visit www.modineaviation.com.
Scott the Fly Guy, LLC. Scott the Fly Guy offers advanced flight training and reviews in your aircraft or in my 1980
Mooney M20J, which is IFR Certified with G-530, autopilot, and HSI at affordable rates; e.g., Flight Reviews,
Instrument Proficiency Checks, Complex checkouts, Commercial and CFI training, Bahamas checkout, and Rusty
Pilot back in the saddle training. Affordable rates. War stories free. Scott Saunders Call or text 321-576-7076

New book release by Col Scott “Rooster” Saunders, USAF (Ret)
Rooster-Fighter Pilot is a riveting story about a boy who had a dream about flying
and lived it out by going to the U.S. Air Force Academy becoming a fighter pilot. He
flew combat in Southeast Asia and air-to-air training in the U.S., Europe, the Middle
East, and Asia. He still flies today, holding a CFI, CFII, and MEI. He was recently
awarded the coveted FAA Wright Brothers Award. He instructs and does Angel
Flights, taking patients to their doctors. To check it out, go to rooster-fighter-pilot
Or click here.

https://store.bookbaby.com/book/rooster-fighter-pilot
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1401 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-345-3194
Email: info@mlbflight.com
Website: www.mlbflight.com

1389 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-255-9155
Email: customercare@heckair.com
Website: www.heckair.com

1389 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-345-9464
Email: support@fallonpilotshop.com
Website: www.fallonpilotshop.com

Fallon Pilot Shop is a one-stop shop for your aviation supplies and is conveniently located next to
Melbourne Flight Training. We offer a wide selection of the latest pilot training material, cockpit gear, aircraft parts and
consumables, and aviation novelty merchandise. We also offer many valuable “try before you buy” opportunities
including a headset demo program, try-on apparel, and much more. Follow us at @fallonpilotshop or stop by the shop
to see our latest sales and new product announcements. All MAPA Members get 5% off at the Pilot Shop!

Heck Air Aircraft Maintenance is a company dedicated to individualized service, quality, and honesty.
We offer full-service aircraft maintenance including, Airframe Inspections (Annual, 100 hour, 50 hour, etc.), Piston
Engine Repair, Magneto timing check, Spark plug cleaning and testing, Aircraft dry wash and wax, Logbook review,
and much more!

Melbourne Flight Training, Heck Air Aircraft Maintenance, and Fallon Pilot Shop partnered
together to provide the Space Coast a safe, affordable, and reliable flight training experience. Melbourne Flight
Training is open 7 days a week for training or renting. Melbourne Flight Training will provide you with the required
training and individual instruction to assist you in accomplishing all your Aviation Goals!
Services Include:
 Flight Training- Private-Instrument-Commercial-Multi-CFI-Flight Reviews-IPC-ATP
 Cirrus Transition Training- Rent our Cirrus SR20 G2 or Cirrus SR20 G6(Aug. 2020)
 Aircraft Rentals- Our rentals include fuel and an easy check out process.
 Aircraft Management - We offer leaseback opportunities and aircraft management services.
 Fly This Sim FM100 - Instrument Currency, Only $65/hour

FOR SALE - Kenos Sun Shields made for a SR20/22 Cirrus.
Like new in excellent condition with no rips or tears.
New $225. Asking $175 or best offer.
Jim Guida
517-214-6150
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MAPA has new caps. They are $10 each and will be available at all MAPA
sponsored events. email@mlbpilots.org

Garmin GPS MAP 696 with yoke mount, XM antenna, extra cigarette lighter plugin cord,
120-volt charger, updated operating software and more. Asking $1150.00.
Call CJ 321.604.2438

MAPA Officers
Ray Liles, President
Bill Werner, VP
Andy Pedersen, Secretary
Rob Terry, Treasurer

Directors
Randy Carmichael
Don Cast
Jim Morris
Dick Peiffer
Jim Schaub
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Newsletter Editor
Dick Peiffer
email@mlbpilots.org
Web Master
Rob Terry
email@mlbpilots.org

